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AMSP MASTERS THESES, AY 1983–1984

Adelman, Joseph A., Major, FA, Preparedness for Counterfire, ADB 151 686

Argersinger, Steven J., Major, MI, An Operational Concept for the Battlefield Defeat of the Soviets Based on an Analysis of the Soviet Decision Cycle, ADB 088 367

Gross, David F., Captain, AR, Logistics Implications of the Operational-Level Offensive, ADB 090 292

Hood, Carlton L., Major, AV, Determining the Optimum Aviation Organization for the Operational Level of War, ADB 147 750

Kirk, Donald R., Major, AD, Division Air Defense for the Deep Battle Component of the AirLand Battle Doctrine, ADB 088 825 L

McGoey, Kevin, Major, IN, The Army Landing Force, ADB 090 187

Shirron, W., Edward, Major, IN, An Optimum Method of Wargaming A Tactical and Operational Course of Action as an Integral Part of A Corps Commander’s and G3’s Estimate of the Situation in a Time-Compressed Environment, ADA 161 624


Speer, William H., Captain, MI, Back to Basics: A Five-Dimensional Framework for Developing and Maintaining a High-Performing Battalion or Brigade Staff, ADB 086 862 L

Strauss, Thomas J., Major, IN, The United States Army’s Regimental System—A Framework for Wartime Personnel Replacement, ADB 088 368

Webster, William G., Captain, AR, Using U.S. Army National Training Center (NTC) Lessons Learned to Improve Combat Readiness, ADB 087 371

Willbanks, James H., Major, IN, AirLand Battle Tactical Command and Control: Reducing the Need to Communicate Electronically in the Command and Control of Combat Operations at the Tactical Level, ADE 750 974

AMSP MASTERS THESES, AY 1984–1985

Barrett, Raymond D., Jr., IN, Coherence Between AirLand Battle and Contemporary Force Structure at Corps, Division and Brigade Level, ADB 097 703 L

Engels, Keith H., Major, QM, Reconstitution: A Study of United States Army General Support Supply and Maintenance Unit Doctrine for Reconstitution of Primary Weapon Systems, ADB 099 235 L
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Erlandson, Marcus R., Major, AR, Guy V. Henry: A Study in Military Leadership, ADA 164 528

Flora, Dale B., Major, IN, Battlefield Stress: Causes, Cures and Countermeasures, ADA 162 098

Fontenot, Gregory, Major, AR, The Lucky Seventh in the Bulge: A Case Study for the AirLand Battle, ADA 164 527

Gavitt, James S., Major, IN, Considerations for the Distribution of Antiarmor Weapons, ADA 164 799

Gay, Mark P., Major, FA, The Field Artillery In Support of Deep Offensive Missions, ADB 097 353 L

Godwin, William A., III, Major, IN, The Operational Employment of the Light Infantry Division, ADA 171 504

Graham, John A., Major, IN, An Historical Analysis of the Principles Employed by Frederick the Great and Joseph E. Johnston in the Conduct of War at the Operational Level, ADA 161 837


Hall, Wayne M., Major, MI, AirLand Battle Training and Education Requirements for Intelligence Officers, ADB 095 548 L

Higgins, George A., Major, IN, The Operational Tenets of Generals Heinz Guderian and George S. Patton, Jr., ADA 164 821

Latimer, John C., Major, IN, Considerations for Operations on Urban Terrain by Light Forces, ADB 097 316 L

Lusey, Rodney S., Lieutenant Colonel, AD, Operational Principles: A Study of General Omar Bradley and Field Marshal Eric Von Manstein in World War II, ADB 096 735 L

McMahon, Timothy L., Major, IN, Operational Principles: The Operational Art of Erwin Rommel and Bernard Montgomery, ADA 161 625

Packett, Virgil L., Major, AV, Air Mechanization: The Direction and Dynamics of Army Aviation from a Combined Arms Perspective, ADB 099 197 L

Rippe, Stephen T., Major, IN, An Army and Air Force Joint Issue: Principles and Procedures for AirLand Warfare A Perspective of Operational Effectiveness on the Modern Battlefield, ADA 164 740

Schmidt, Robert T., Major, IN, XX Corps Operations, 1 August – 22 November 1944: A Study in Combat Power, ADB 099 349 L

Scott, Glen L., Major, IN, Considerations for Deep Maneuver: Lessons from North Africa, 1941–1942, ADA 161 402
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Sever, Robert S., Major, Command, Control, and Communications Countermeasures in Low Intensity Conflict--A Unique Challenge, ADB 100 642 L

St. Onge, Robert J., Jr., Major, IN, The Combined Arms Role of Armored Infantry, ADA 161 788
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Campbell, Charles C., Major, AR, Light Infantry and the Heavy Force: A Marriage of Convenience or Necessity?, ADA 167 710

Chychota, Michael T., Major, FA, Field Artillery in Support of River Crossing Operations, ADA 167 252
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Coomler, James D., Major, FA, Causes of Combat Stress In the Artillery Firing Battery Supporting High-Intensity Conflict In the European Theater, ADA 167 674

Cottrell, Scott D., Major, EN, Command and Control Relationships and Organization of Engineer Support to the Heavy Division, ADA 167 708

Crenshaw, Charles T., III, Major, IN, Volume of Fire as an Effective Measurement of Infantry Performance in Battle - The Impact on the U.S. Army Decision to Organize Five New Light Infantry Divisions, ADA 167 920

Crow, Charles L., Major, IN, The J-Series Cavlry Squadron and Its Reconnaissance Mission, ADA 167 251

Curran, John M., Major, AV, Command and Control of the Third Tier of Mobility, Combat Aviation, ADA 167 673

Curran, Robert J., Major, AD, The ADA Battalion In the Heavy Division: Can It Provide the Necessary Support?, ADA 167 817

Davenport, Brian W., Major, QM, Tactical Survivability of Divisional Combat Service Support Units on the AirLand Battlefield, ADA 167 818

Drinkwater, John P., Major, FA, When to Pull the Trigger for the Counterattack: Simplicity vs. Sophistication, ADA 167 705

Drummond, Raymond R., Major, IN, Light Infantry: A Tactical Deep Battle Asset for Central Europe, ADA 167 703

Eckert, Gregory M., Major, AR, Command and Control of the Division Rear Battle, ADA 168 028

Galloway, Archibald, II, LTC, IN, Light Infantry in Defense: Exploiting the Reverse Slope From Wellington to the Falkland Islands and Beyond, ADA 167 680

Griswold, Myron J., Major AR, Counterreconnaissance Operations of the Heavy Battalion Task Force on the AirLand Battlefield, ADB 101 812

Gunlicks, James B., Major, AR, Antiarmor Company in the Armor Battalion, ADA 167 682

Hanna, Mark L., Major, IN, Application of AirLand Battle Doctrine to Small Unit Tactics, ADA 167 676

Harned, Glenn M., Major, IN, The Principles of Tactical Organization and Their Impact on Force Design in the US Army, ADA 167 707

Kindsvatter, Peter S., Major, AR, The Army-of-Excellence Divisional Cavalry Squadron--A Doctrinal Step Backward?, ADA 167 712

Kirkland, Donald E., Major, IN, Offensive Operations in Urban Europe: The Need for a "Heavy" Light Infantry Force, ADA 167 199
Kriwanek, Thomas M., Major, IN, The Armored Infantry in the US Force Structure, ADA 167 677

McElwee, Jerry W., Major, SC, A First Cut at Doctrine For Automation of Division Command and Control, ADA 167 675

Meisner, Bruce L., Major, MI, Vulnerability Analysis of Soviet Division-Level Troop Control, ADA 167 256

Nichols, Howard V., Major, TC, Division Support Command (DISCOM) - Transportation Support of the Heavy Division in a Mid-Intensity Conflict, ADE 751 205


Porter, Lanning M., LTC, MI, Integrating Electronic Warfare with Targeting and Fires at Division Level: An Electronic Warfare Perspective, ADB 101 801

Privratsky, Kenneth L., Major, TC, British Combat Service Support on East Falkland: Considerations for Sustaining Tactical Operations in Remote Areas, ADB 101 070

Quirk, Richard J., III, Major, MI, Seeking a Theory of Tactical Intelligence to Support the AirLand Battle, ADA 167 254

Rios, Leon H., Major, AR, Will, Technology, and Tactical Command and Control, ADA 167 709

Runals, Stephen E., Major, IN, Command and Control: Does Current US Army Tactical Command and Control Doctrine Meet the Requirement for Today's High Intensity Battlefield?, ADA 167 258

Savoie, Thomas A., Major, FA, Tactical Deception: A Lost Art?, ADB 101 876

Schmidt, Thomas C., Major, IN, Tactical Information Gathering in the High Technology Command and Control Environment: A Division Commander's Leadership Challenge, ADA 168 699

Taddonio, Frank T., Major, AV, What Can We Learn From a War We Lost? The Relevance of the Vietnam Experience for Today's Assault Helicopter Doctrine, ADA 167 704

Thurman, Edward E., Major, IN, Tactical Considerations for the Defense Employment of Light Infantry in Korea, ADA 167 250

Tuttle, Henry S., Major, AR, The Liaison Officer-The AirLand Battle Commander's Directed Telescope, ADA 167 768

Vermillion, John M., Major, IN, Tactical Implications of the Adoption of Auftragstaktik for Command and Control on the AirLand Battlefield, ADA 167 919

Vernon, Michael H., Major, FA, Organizing Field Artillery for Desert Operations: Tactical Tailoring of Field Artillery Units, ADA 167 678
Waller, Thomas G., Jr., Major, FA, Continuous Thunder: The Challenge of Artillery Support for the Close Battle, *ADA 167 253*

Webb, George S., Major, AV, The Flashing Sword of Vengeance: The Force-Oriented Counterattack From a Historical Perspective With Implications for the AirLand Battle and Combat Aviation, *ADA 167 760*

**AMSP MONOGRAPHS, TERM II, AY 1985–1986**

Arnold, Edwin J., Jr., Major, EN, Obstacle Planning: The Inadequacy of Current Procedures to Support the Operational Level of War, *ADA 174 167*

Baribeau, Stephen R., Major, AV, U. S. and Soviet Rotary Wing Aviation at the Operational Level of War, *ADA 174 168*

Benjamin, David J., Major, IN, Prerequisite for Victory: The Search for the Culminating Point, *ADA 174 242*

Bielefeld, William C., Major, AD, Air Interdiction: Will It Support AirLand Battle?, *ADA 174 240*

Brinkley, Phillip L., Major, FA, The Operational Commander’s Will: An Intangible Element in Victory, *ADA 174 326*

Bullington, Robert W., Major, AR, Considerations for the Organization and Employment of an Operational Level Reserve, *ADA 174 192*

Burkhardt, Robert W., Major, EN, The Corps Aviation Brigade and Operational Level Deep Battle: Organizational Considerations, *ADB 106 995*

Byrd, Duane E., Major, AR, Command and Control Considerations for Field Army Operations: A Primer on Joint Operations, *ADA 174 133*

Cain, Francis M., Major, EN, The Ardennes 1944: An Analysis of the Operational Defense, *ADA 174 239*

Campbell, Charles C., Major, AR, Surprise: The Precursor to Soviet Operational Success, *ADA 174 076*

Chychota, Michael T., Major, FA, Field Artillery and the Operational Level of War, *ADA 174 164*

Coomler, James D., Major, FA, The Operational Culminating Point: Can You See It Coming?, *ADA 174 327*

Cottrell, Scott B., Major, EN, From Cobra to the Seine, August 1944: A Microcosm of the Operational Art, *ADA 174 270*
Crenshaw, Charles T., III, Major, IN, Distinctions Between Tactical and Operational Levels of War—Are Some More Important Than Others?, ADA 174 243

Crow, Charles L., Major, IN, Tactical and Operational Depth, ADA 174 124

Curran, John M., Major, AV, Air Support for AirLand Battle, ADA 174 075

Curran, Robert J., Major, AD, Shutting the Door: U.S. Army Doctrine for Encirclement/Envelopment Operations at the Operational Level of War, ADA 174 126

Davenport, Brian W., Major, QM, Operational Sustainment: Defining the Realm of the Possible, Ada 174 233

Drinkwater, John P., Major, FA, When to Execute the Counterstroke, ADA 174 182

Drummond, Raymond R., Major, IN, The Unified Command System and Unity of Command, ADA 174 200

Eckert, Gregory M., Major, AR, Operational Reserves in AFCENT, Another Look, ADA 174 234

Galloway, Archibald, II, LTC, IN, Operational Functions of U.S. Army Contingency Headquarters—Do They Meet the Requirements for the Operational Level of War?, ADA 174 241

Griswold, Myron J., Major, AR, Considerations in Identifying and Attacking the Enemy's Center of Gravity, ADA 174 278

Gunlicks, James B., Major, AR, Stand Fast Policy and NATO's Forward Defense, ADA 174 077

Hanna, Mark L., Major, IN, Employment of Reserves in the Operational Defense, ADA 174 252

Harned, Glenn M., Major, IN, The Spirit of Au Gay: Putting the Air Back into AirLand Operations, ADA 174 163

Kindsvatter, Peter S., Major, AR, An Appreciation for Moving the Heavy Corps—The First Step in Learning the Art of Operational Maneuver, ADA 174 132

Kirkland, Donald E., Major, IN, Rommel's Desert Campaigns, February 1941—September 1942: A Study in Operational Level Weakness, ADA 174 165

Kriwanek, Thomas M., Major, IN, The Operational Center of Gravity, ADA 174 232

McElwee, Jerry W., Major, SC, Principles for Organization of Joint and Combined Staffs, ADA 174 238

Meisner, Bruce L., Major, MI, The Culminating Point—A Viable Operational Concept or Some Theoretical Nonsense?, ADA 174 212

Nichols, Howard V., Major, TC, Operational Level Logistics: An Examination of U.S. Army Logistical Doctrine for the Operational Level of War, ADA 174 097
Oberst, David J., Major, MI, Three Kinds of Initiative: The Role of Initiative in AirLand Battle Doctrine, *ADA 174 251*

Pearson, Craig H., Major, AV, The Relationship of Depth and Agility: Historical Cases and Observations Relevant to NATO’s Present Dilemma, *ADA 174 162*

Porter, Lanning M., LTC, MI, Preconceptions, Predilections, and Experience: Problems for Operational Level Intelligence and Decision-making, *ADA 174 125*

Privratsky, Kenneth L., Major, TC, British Combat Service Support During the Falkland Islands War: Considerations for Providing Operational Sustainment to Remote Areas, *ADA 174 403*


Rios, Leon H., Major, AR, Linkage of the Strategic and Operational Levels of War, *ADA 174 246*

Runals, Stephen E., Major, IN, A Critical Analysis of Lee’s Defense at Fredericksburg—1862: A Tactical Victory or an Opportunity for Operational Success Lost, *ADA 174 099*

Savoie, Thomas A., Major, FA, Deception at the Operational Level of War, *ADB 106 731*

Schmidt, Thomas C., Major, IN, The Decision to Take a Risk: A Process for Effective High-Risk Decision Making at Senior Levels, *ADA 174 098*

Taddonio, Frank T., Major, AV, The Concept of the Culminating Point of the Attack, *ADA 174 191*

Thurman, Edward E., Major, IN, The Light Infantry Division, An Operational Force, *ADA 174 244*

Tuttle, Henry S., Major, AR, The Use of Command and Control to Enhance Agility and Achieve Synchronization on the AirLand Battlefield, *ADA 174 073*

Vermillion, John M., Major, IN, The Main Pillars of Generalship: A Different View, *ADA 174 231*

Vernon, Michael H., Major, FA, Air Interdiction: Joint Coordination Issues for the United States Army and Air Force Conducting Coalition Warfare within the NATO Theater of Operations, *ADA 174 193*

Waller, Thomas G., Jr., Major, FA, Bolt from the Sky: The Operational Employment of Airborne Forces, *ADA 174 213*

Webb, George S., Major, AV, Prescription for the Counterstroke: The Airmechanized Division at the Operational Level of War, *ADA 174 181*

**AOSFP MONOGRAPHS, AY 1985–1986**

Blodgett, David S., Colonel, IN, What Change Can Do For An Army, *ADA 174 245*
Cannon, Charles C., Jr., LTC, QM, Combat Service Support of AirLand Battle Doctrine, *ADA 174 074*

Fincke, Dale E., LTC, SC, Principles of Military Communications for C3I, *ADA 174 214*

Izzo, Lawrence L., LTC, EN, An Analysis of Manstein's Winter Campaign on the Russian Front, 1942-43: A Perspective of the Operational Level of War and its Implications, *ADA 174 096*


**AMSP MONOGRAPHS, TERM I, AY 1986–1987**

Betson, William R., Major, AR, The Problem of Width—Division Tactics in the Defense of and Extended Front—*, ADA 179 418*

Brant, Bruce A., Major, FA, Command and Control of the American Fire Support System, *ADA 192 707*

Burgdorf, Charles E., Major, IN, The Right Place at the Right Time – A Dilemma for the Tactical Commander, *ADA 179 159*

Burgess, Ronald L., Major, MI, Equipment, Organization and Command and Control Relationships of Intelligence and Electronic Warfare Support to the Heavy Division, *ADA 179 909*

Burton, Michael A., Major, AR, Command and Control: Is the U.S. Army's Current Problem With Decentralized Command and Control a Function of Doctrine or Training?, *ADA 179 131*

Butler, William G., Major, IN, How Should the Brigade and Division Commander Assess Success or Failure on the AirLand Battlefield?, *ADA 179 869*

Caldwell, John F. W., Major, IN, Forced Entry: Does the Current AirBorne Division Still Retain This Capability Under the Light Infantry Tables of Organization and Equipment?, *ADA 179 595*

Casey, Patrick W., Major, IN, Mounted Infantry Assault by an M1/M2 Task Force: A Case Study of the Battle of Troyes, France, August 1944, *ADB 112 090 L*

Clark, Robert L., IV, Major, AR, The Combined Arms Battalion and AirLand Battle, *ADA 179 593*

Combest, Michael L., Major, FA, Building the Will to Fight—Prerequisite to Winning the AirLand Battle, *ADA 179 629*

Cowan, David M., Major, AR, Auftragstaktik: How Low Can You Go?, *ADA 179 417*

Crosbie, P. A., Major, AR, Pay Now or Pay Later: An Analysis of Two Tactical Combat Force Locations, *ADA 179 239*
Everett, Michael W., Major, AR, Tactical Generalship: A View from the Past and a Look Toward the 21st Century, ADA 179 558

Gardner, Gregory C., Major, IN, A Concept for the Tactical Employment of Light Infantry in Central Europe, ADA 179 453

Goehring, Russell J., Major, AR, The AirLand Battle Trojan Hourse: The Use of Bypassed Forces to Increase Tactical Depth in the Defense, ADA 179 592

Gutwald, Rick, Major, AR, Tactical Encirclement Reductions, ADA 179 560

Harman, Larry D., Major, TC, Scavenger Logistics in Support of Tactical Operations, ADA 180 903

Idiart, Philip L., Major, FA, Time-On-Target: Tactical Organization and the Massing of Divisional Field Artillery Fires on the AirLand Battlefield, ADA 179 414

Janecek, Frank P., Major, EN, Improving Light Infantry Divisional Engineer Agility—The Key to Enhancing Their Mission Capability, ADA 179 141

Johnson, Michael T., Major, AR, Counterattack: The Key to Success in the Defense, ADA 179 237

Kalb, John F., Major, AR, Measuring Command and Control—Considerations for Force Design, ADA 179 181

Kievit, James O., Major, EN, They Shall Not Cross: Incorporating a River Barrier into the Defense, ADA 179 299

Knightly, William S., Major, IN, The United States Army Wartime Replacement System: Can it Maintain Cohesion in our Tactical Units?, ADA 179 218


Mamaux, David H., Major, IN, U.S. Army and Nonlinear Operations: Does Training Match the Doctrine?, ADA 179 240

Mixon, Robert W., Major, AR, Taking the Ultimate Risk: Commanding and Controlling Maneuver Forces in Tactical Deep Operations, ADA 179 556

Nelson, John T., II, Major, IN, Where to Go From Here?: Considerations for the Formal Adoption of Auftragstaktik by the US Army, ADA 179 497
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Reese, Robert J., Major, FA, AirLand Battle and Tactical Command and Control Automation, 
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Riley, Don T., Major, EN, A Sense of Locality and Tactical Agility, ADA 179 238
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